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LADIES AND GENTLEMEN
WELCOME TO WHITE COLLAR BOXING

HABTOOR GRAND HOTEL, DUBAI
NOV. 5 2010

AIDEN

‘THE HAMMER’
Hughes

BLAKE

‘FISTS OF

KRYPTONITE’
Seargent

THIS ONE’S 
GOING TO 

GET MESSY

Words by VICTORIA LECKIE Photography by JULIET DUNNE
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{WHAT ON EARTH MOTIVATED 
YOU TO ENTER WHITE COLLAR?}  
Aiden Hughes: I’ve always loved 
being the centre of attention, the 
joker in the pack, so getting in the ring 
in front of a room full of spectators 
seemed like the perfect match. Getting 

training was also a huge pull. This year 
has been one of huge change in my 
life and I’ve since become a very goal-
oriented person.

Blake Seargant: I just wanted to stay 

work towards, otherwise I get bored. 
This was a new challenge in a sport 
that’s alien to me so I thought I'd give 
it a go, plus it’s for a good cause as 
all competitors must raise money 

for charity. Getting hit in the face for 
a good cause makes it all the more 
worthwhile really.

{OK GUYS, SO HOW FIT ARE YOU?}
AH: I played all sports growing up, 
football and rugby being my main 
focus. Injury, partying and women 
consistently got in the way though. In 
May this year, Blake and I broke the 
world record for participating in the 
world’s longest football match – we 
got in pretty good shape for that.

BS: I grew up playing most sports, 
especially cricket, hockey, tennis, 

as a cricket coach at 16, then a hockey 
and tennis coach. In June 2009 I 

Fitness to become a personal trainer. 

W
hite Collar Boxing started in New York’s 
Gleason’s Gym when they took corporate 
or “white collar” workers and trained them 
to box before pitching them against each 

other in boxing bouts. A decade later, it’s worldwide sport 

Each competitor receives eight weeks of intense 
professional training with the objective that they will 
enter the ring on equal ground. 

Each bout consists of three, two-minute rounds, fought 

supervision of a professional referee. On the night of 

‘Vegas’ style with their entourage of corner men, trainer, 
sponsors, ring girls and bodyguards, before having their 
skill, stamina and commitment put to the ultimate test. 

MF met up with Aiden Hughes and Blake Seargant 
to monitor their transition from armchair-bound UFC 

{HOW DID YOU FEEL BEFORE
YOUR FIRST TRAINING SESSION?}
AH: I felt really keyed up to be 
honest. I thought it was going to be an 
amazing life changing experience and 
I felt well up for getting started with 
the programme.

BS: I was excited and nervous all 

pillow at 4.45am though wasn’t so fun 
though if I’m being honest.

{AND AFTER IT?}
AH: Delighted that I survived the 

endless sit-ups and even more 
delighted that I was nominated team 
captain. I think I might make Blake the 

number of sit-ups I managed! Still, I left 
feeling eager and exhilarated to crack 
on to the next session. 

BS:

a preview of the weeks to come really. 
Admittedly though, the warm-up 
was pretty tough – although I was too 
busy laughing at Aiden trying to do sit 
ups with a 5kg medicine ball to worry 
about the pain. 

{WHAT DIFFERENCES HAVE YOU
NOTICED IN YOUR BODY SO FAR?}
AH:

weight on my face, back, legs and 
bum.  Now waiting patiently for some 
loss on my gut!

BS: I haven’t really noticed changes to 

{HOW EASY HAS IT BEEN TO
LEARN FIGHTING TECHNIQUES?} 

AH: The fear of being punched hard in 
the face has helped me develop and 
keep a good guard. 

BS: For me, it’s a frustrating process 
because good technique comes with 
practice. It is starting to come together 
though and there’s improvement with 
each practice.

{SIX WEEKS IN, HOW ARE YOU
FINDING THE TRAINING?}
AH: Hard work, though I feel I’m 
adapting well. I do need to up my 
cardio though.

BS: Training is mentally tough; you’re 
always thinking about the next 
session. In the morning we do sparring 
which is full-on punching each other. 
This is tough as it’s not like tennis 
where if you make a mistake you lose 
a point – if you make a mistake here, 
you get hit in the face.

{THE EVENT IS THIS MONTH HOW
ARE YOU FEELING?}
AH:

high, the next I can feel vulnerable 
and hesitant, especially when I get 
clipped a lot. Other than that I feel 

although I will know whether I’ve 
done my best, the vain man in me 
wants to put on a good show and not 
be embarrassed in front of a room full 
of my friends and peers.

BS I don’t feel completely out of water 
but I don’t feel lean and mean yet. 
Now that I’ve spent time training, I 
don’t feel scared but I doubt I’ll be 
saying that on the night! I only hope 
that I don’t get knocked out cold. 

White Collar Boxing IV takes place at 

the Habtoor Grand hotel on November 

5. For more information visit: 

> ROADWORK
Boxing demands top cardio-
vascular conditioning. It’s 
also a leg sport, as a good 
fighter needs to be mobile 
and all hard punches start 
on the balls of the feet. A 
“white collar” fighter can 
get by with just a couple of 
miles a day but a pro boxer 
typically runs longer and 
further. Boxers should also 
switch periodically between 
regular road running, wind 
sprints and stair running.  
Persevering in the Dubai 
heat is great for toughening 
you up psychologically too.

> EXERCISES
As a rule, conditioning for 
boxing means doing a lot of 
the exercises you had to do 
in gym class at school such 
as push-ups, crunches and 
skipping. A few rounds of 
jumping rope is a standard 
feature of almost every 
boxing workout. Exercises 
with medicine balls and pull-
ups are also beneficial.

> BAG WORK
Boxing’s about punching 
and hammering the heavy 
bag is – to many – what 
conditioning for boxing is all 
about. Five or six rounds on 
both the heavy and double-
end bags are a minimum 
really, with eight to ten 
rounds being routine for a 
pro's work out. That doesn’t 
include two or three rounds 
hitting the speed bag too.

> MITTS AND SPARRING
Nothing conditions for 
boxing quite like the real 
thing which boils down to 
mitt work and then sparring. 
Working with a partner 
simulates the demands 
of a real fight in terms of 
movement and hitting a 
moving target. Sparring 
adds the element of getting 
hit back. By the time a 
professional fighter in a real 
training camp reaches the 
last couple of weeks before 
a fight, they’ll be sparring 
every day.

GETTING YOUR 
TRAINING RIGHT

A GUIDE
ON HOW 
TO AVOID 
A PUNCH

1. Footwork 
and head 
movement 
are essential. 
Keep your 
guard up.

2. Establishing 
a good stance 
increases your 
ability to avoid 
punches. 
Feet shoulder 
width apart, 
knees slightly 
bent and you 
should stay 
on the balls of 
your feet at all 
times.

3. Relax which 
is so hard 
to do when 
someone 
is trying to 
punch you 
but it is key 
to preserving 
energy and 
keeping your 
guard and 
composure.

4. You must 
be able to 
keep your 
balance so 
you’re not 
left open 
to attacks 
from your 
opponent. 

5. Flexibility 
and agility are 
also vital to 
respond to the 
tactics of your 
opponent.

Stay quick with your hands and 
light on your feet – mobility and 

adaptability to adapt cannot be overrated 
in the fight game.

Conserve energy as your opponent 
expends it, then counterattack 

when your opponent is tired.

Master as many different 
combinations of punches as 

possible to be as unpredictable as you 
can. Always keep them guessing.

Punch from different angles – this 
gives you more power and more 

opportunities to catch your opponent 
off-guard. Then go knock him out Rocko.

HOW TO FOOL
YOUR OPPONENT
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